NOTA DE PRENSA
PRESS RELEASE
Telefónica joins efforts with the 5G Automotive Association


Telefónica becomes a member of the 5GAA contributing to the cross industry
association efforts to boost developments in the connected and autonomous car
arena

Madrid, 18 May 2017.- Telefónica, world’s leading telecommunications service provider
and recognized industry leader in the Internet of Things space, announced its active
participation in the 5G Automotive Association (5GAA). The company joins a group of
other leading telecommunications and automotive companies with the objective of
accelerating the penetration of mobility services such as connected and autonomous car
and intelligent road infrastructures.
The association main activities include defining use cases, selecting technology and
establishing way ahead, initiating standardization, addressing specific needs of vehicleto-x in terms of connectivity and leading innovation and development projects. Along
with this initiative, Telefónica is also actively participating in the European AutomotiveTelecom Alliance (EATA) which objective is to promote the wider deployment of
connected and automated driving in Europe.
Dino Flore, General Director of the 5GAA: “We are very excited to have Telefónica as new
member of 5GAA. Telefónica expertise and background will greatly benefit the
association in its mission to define truly global, end-to-end connected mobility solutions”
Telefónica has been working in the connected car space for several years now and has
communications and IoT solutions deployed in a large number of vehicles in several
countries around the globe.
Furthermore, the company, in cooperation with Ericsson, presented the world´s first 5G
remote driving concept at MWC proving certain aspects of this technology, such as
reliability, high speed and low latency, which will transform the automotive industry.
As Vicente Muñoz, Telefonica´s Chief IoT Officer says: “We are delighted to join the 5GAA
to bring all our efforts on the 5G technology to the automotive industry. We recently
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showcased our recent progress in 5G with our connected car demo at MWC in Barcelona
and continue to work in this arena to make things move faster”.

About Telefónica
Telefónica is one of the largest telecommunications companies in the world by market capitalization and
number of customers with a comprehensive offering and quality of connectivity that is delivered over world
class fixed, mobile and broadband networks. As a growing company, it prides itself on providing a differential
experience based both on its corporate values and a public position that defends customer interests.
The company has a significant presence in 21 countries and 347 million accesses around the world.
Telefónica has a strong presence in Spain, Europe and Latin America, where the company focuses an
important part of its growth strategy.
Telefónica is a 100% listed company, with more than 1.5 million direct shareholders. Its share capital
currently comprises 5,037,804,990 ordinary shares traded on the Spanish Stock Market and on those in
London, New York, Lima, and Buenos Aires.
For more information about Telefónica IoT, visit iot.telefonica.com or follow us on twitter @telefonicaIoT or
on LinkedIn.
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